Ball Sports!

Hit a small ball with long stick into a hole at the other end of a field
This is played in horse, elephant and water varieties
Put a ball in a ___ and sling it to your friends or let a dog fetch it
Bowling in the dirt while trying to get closest to the jack
This sport was invented in England with League and Union codes
Known as football outside of the U.S. and Canada
Like racquetball, but an older game with larger racquets
Two or four players on a court with a ball, net and rackets
A perfect game gets you 300 points
A bat & ball game developed in England and a baseball predecessor
Use a mallet to hit wooden balls through hoops on a grass field
American ___ was derived from rugby in the late 1800s
Like baseball, but you hit a big rubber ball with your foot
A contact sport with rubber balls and netted sticks
Also known as table tennis
A game like bowling, but with a short ramp and rings for points
Similar to baseball, but with a larger ball and underhand pitches
A unique national version of football is played in ___ on an oval field
A table with rails and balls jabbed by sticks
Try to hit an opponent with a rubber ball without getting hit yourself
This sport favors tall people with long arms who can jump
Four players bounce a rubber ball at the three other players’ areas
One-player game involving a wooden handle, rubber ball and elastic
Playground game where a ball is tied to a metal post
A net game with gym and beach varieties
An indoor version of baseball with a plastic bat and hollow ball
Summer version of a Canadian pastime
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